Family of lamps in two sizes, floor and table lamps with indirect light in industrial style made of rough metal. Each lamp is produced in a traditional way so that small aesthetic and finishing differences between one product and another are a sign of uniqueness. The floor version is also available for outdoor use and is treated with protective paint.
LED

LAMPPING
Source
Total power
Emission
Switching
Tension
Color temperature
Luminous flux
Typ cri
Energy class
Materials
Notes
linear LED
2,4W
direct/indirect
switch on cable
110/230V
2700K
200lm
85
A+
steel
switch on cable, cable length 3m, lamps are sold three by three

Codes
RCM LMM 1M

PACKAGE
Package 01
Dimension: 25x19x8 cm / Gross weight: 4,5 kg

Certificazioni

www.nemolighting.com